For Date: 12/20/2018 - Thursday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-27709</td>
<td>0056</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
| Narrative: Property check. |
| | | Clear. |
| 18-27710    | 0632 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | finish |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 63] LYNCH MATERIALS - SALEM ST |
| Narrative: Enforcement. |
| 18-27711    | 0644 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | finish |
| Vicinity of: SHAWSEEN AVE + REED ST |
| Narrative: Enforcement. |
| 18-27712    | 0653 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: SHAWSEEN AVE |
| Vehicle: WHI 2015 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 649TW1 VIN: 5FNYF4H55FB063369 |
| Narrative: Written warning for failure to inspect and speed |

18-27713    | 0704 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | log info. only |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST + BURLINGTON AVE |
| Vehicle: GRY 2009 AUDI 2D S5 Reg: PC NH FIVEMPG VIN: WAUV7V19A033206 |
| Narrative: Caller reporting road rage incident in front of Market Basket, vehicles stopped now at 62 and 38. Caller stating vehicle tried to run her off of the road near Market Basket then kept hitting brakes and traveling at low rate of speed 38SB. Caller turned onto 129 and vehicle continued straight onto 38 toward Woburn. No response per 35 at this time. |

18-27714    | 0706 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: SALEM ST |
| Vehicle: WHI 2012 CHEV EXPRES Reg: CO MA P53128 VIN: 1GCGWFCA6C1112166 |
| Narrative: Written warning for defective equipment |

18-27715    | 0717 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: BOUTWELL ST |
| Vehicle: GRY 2005 CHEV SE IMPALA Reg: PC MA 9XW971 VIN: 2G1W551059223276 |
| Narrative: Written warning for speed |

18-27716    | 0730 | PARKING COMPLAINT       | finish |
| Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST |
| Vehicle: RED 1990 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 8VK649 VIN: 1HGCBS40LA1038340 |
| Narrative: DPF worker reporting vehicle parked unattended with keys in it in front of gate to the beach, MA reg 8VK649 |

| Narrative: 31 clear, vehicle was moved to prior arrival, feeding animals off of the pier |
18-27717 0733 CITIZEN CONTACT log info. only
Location/Address: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: security stating protestors are not respecting property boundaries and trespassing on property
Narrative: 32- strikers have been moved off of property

18-27720 0739 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: GROVE AVE
Narrative: 45 day quarantine issued
Refer To Incident: 18-1330-OF

18-27721 0741 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: PARK AVE
Narrative: ACO following up with call from yesterday regarding squirrel possibly stuck in tree, animal is GOA

18-27722 0741 Motor Vehicle Repossession log info. only
Location/Address: HORSESHOE LN
Narrative: Caller reporting stolen motor vehicle out of lot sometime overnight
Narrative: Repossession sheet was faxed over last night, company never called to confirm whether they had taken vehicle or not. Message was left with Repo company to call station and the vehicle owner was advised to contact company she financed vehicle from.
Narrative: New England Adjustment Bureau called back to confirm they retrieved vehicle and will speak with repossession worker who retrieved vehicle in regard to contacting PD

18-27723 0745 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: Written warning speed

18-27730 0953 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Narrative: ACO off for inspection with Board of Health

18-27735 1103 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2311] KING, JOSEPHINE - DEMINGWAY EXT
Vehicle: RED 1998 ISU UT TROOPE Reg: FC MA 21KP18 VIN: JACDJ58XXW7905017
Narrative: Caller reporting 2 screws missing from drivers side visor, see report
Refer To Incident: 18-1331-OF

18-27736 1108 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Wilmington Police Department

Dispatch Log From: 12/20/2018 Thru: 12/20/2018 0000 - 2359 Printed: 12/21/2018

Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 hangup call

18-27738 1132 NOTIFICATION finish
Narrative: Notification for Rockport PD
Narrative: Notification made via telephone, Rockland PD updated

18-27740 1154 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: REVERE AVE
Narrative: ACO follow up regarding loose dog, should not be an issue going forward

18-27742 1229 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 66] WOODBRIAR NURSING HOME - WEST ST
Narrative: 911 misdial by resident notified secretary who will check into it and call us back if needed

18-27744 1234 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 396] MBTA NORTH WILMINGTON - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Train blocking Route 62 at this time

18-27745 1235 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: WILWOOD ST
Narrative: Front door alarm
Narrative: 33 reports homeowner on scene, clear

18-27748 1335 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: mail run

18-27751 1340 LARCENY / FORGERY / FRAUD finish
Location/Address: GLEN RD
Narrative: walk in reports fraudulent credit card activity
Refer To Incident: 18-1332-OF

18-27750 1350 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the cemetery

18-27753 1424 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 83] NORTH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL - SALEM ST
Narrative: Teacher at North Intermediate reporting suspicious male
sitting on corner of driveway, male wearing gray hoodie, blue sweatpants, not a student.

Narrative:
32 - checks ok, was dropped off and waiting for wife to pick him up. Party moved along away from school prior to arrival.

18-27755 1520 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: GLEN RD + GORHAM ST

Narrative:
Erratic operator in green sedan drove up onto sidewalks several times from Concord St, down Rt 62 to Glen, last seen turning onto Gorham.

Narrative:
31 out with vehicle, parked on Gorham.

Narrative:
Vehicle's front passenger tire flat, AAA notified to tow. ETA half hour.

Narrative:
32 - operator was using her GPS, checks ok.

18-27756 1535 ANNOY-PHONE/TEXT/SOC COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: CONCORD ST

Narrative:
Employee reporting he's receiving threatening text messages from a wrong number he mistakenly dialed.

Narrative:
Advised by 32 via telephone to file report with his town's police department and to block phone number.

18-27757 1541 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 88] BURGER KING - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: WHI 2018 CHASSI Reg: CO MA T40628 VIN: 4UZAAPFD9JCJ2283

Narrative:
Caller reporting his truck was struck in the parking lot.

Narrative:
Minor damage to pickup, no damage to National Grid truck. Assisted in paperwork exchange.

18-27758 1616 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + CLARK ST
Vehicle: RED 2007 NISS UT ARMADA Reg: PC MA 4581JC VIN: 5N1AA08CX7N707051
Vehicle: BLU 2010 SAA SE 93 Reg: PC MA 1557TB VIN: YS3FA4Cyta1613262

Towed: For: Accident By: Forest Towing To: Company Tow Yard

Narrative:
2 car MVC, no injuries

Narrative:
Forrest started for tow.

Narrative:
Forrest towed Saab, see crash report.

Narrative:
31 writing crash report.

Narrative:
18-27759  1640  SERVE SUMMONS  finish
Location/Address:  SALEM ST
Narrative: 32 attempting to serve two summons
Narrative: 32 - both parties served in hand.

18-27760  1710  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 1290] WINDY CITY WIRE - RESEARCH DR
Narrative: shipping overhead door alarm
Narrative: 32- checks secure, clear.

18-27761  1719  DISABLED MV  finish
Vicinity of:  LOWELL ST + WOBURN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 TR SEMI  Reg: TL MA SM75919  VIN: 5HTAB4432B7L75646
Narrative: Disabled TT unit in roadway.
Narrative: Operator attempting to set up tow.
Narrative: TT unit moving, 33 escorting off roadway.
Narrative: TT on highway.

18-27762  1739  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  CHESTNUT ST : BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Report of erratic driver, swerving into oncoming traffic.
Narrative: 31 out with vehicle at 10 Burlington.
Narrative: 31 - operator checks ok, sent on his way.

18-27763  1741  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  ALDRICH RD + SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 TOYT UT RAV4  Reg: PC MA 2REC90  VIN: 2T3DF4DV6CW257595
Narrative: Caller reporting an erratic operator, unable to maintain speed and lane. Described as a dark gray or black Toyota RAV4 MA PC 2REC90, plate shows expired on that type of vehicle.
Narrative: Vehicle turned right onto Shawsheen Ave, caller turned left, no longer behind the vehicle.
Narrative: 32/35 checked area, GOA

18-27765  1830  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  CHESTNUT ST
Narrative: 35 - traffic enforcement
18-27766  1846  PARKING COMPLAINT
Vicinity of:  ALLENHURST WAY
Narrative:  log info. only
Nearby resident requesting parking ban enforcement, claims residents here park white van and white pickup truck in roadway overnight. Logged for midnight shift.

18-27767  1848  Police Log Entry
Location/Address:  ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  finish
31 at station for training.

18-27769  1909  Police Log Entry
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  finish
32 ethics training.

18-27770  1935  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address:  [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:  log info. only
911 open line. Upon callback spoke with employee Maureen, who reports there's no emergency.

18-27772  1944  PARKING COMPLAINT
Location/Address:  [WIL 2612] SHELL STATION - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  RED 2010 NISS SE ALTINA  Reg: PC MA 594MW4 VIN: 1N4AL2APXAN477693
Narrative:  finish
Employee reporting red sedan unattended blocking gas truck from delivery.
33 - delivery truck able to maneuver. Vehicle likely belongs to Dunksin employee inside station.

18-27773  1950  VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE
Location/Address:  JAQUES LN
Narrative:  log info. only
Caller reporting his mailbox was struck sometime this afternoon and the post is completely broken off at the base. Wanted the incident logged due to having to tear up the sidewalk to make repairs. Party advised to contact the D&PW before working on the sidewalk.

18-27774  1955  FOUND PROPERTY
Location/Address:  [WIL 961] DUNKIN DONUTS - MAIN ST
Narrative:  finish
Employee reporting patron left Visa debit card at counter.
31 - cardholder left, clear.

18-27775  2032  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address:  BURNAP ST
Narrative:  finish
31 - check of beach
18-2777  2036  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  Investigated
Vicinity of:  GLEN RD + MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle:  GRY 2000 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg:  PC MA 5282Y7  VIN:  1HGCG1650YA049014
Narrative:  Erratic operator. 32 located vehicle, denies erratic operation, checks ok.

18-27779  2037  PARKING COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  SUMMER ST
Narrative:  Caller reporting a vehicle parked on his property, does not belong there.

Narrative:  Dispatch spoke to RO of vehicle, operator's father. Will be calling son to have him move his vehicle.

18-27781  2122  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Location/Address:  SUMMER ST
Narrative:  Different resident calling to have officer check on two vehicles by Summer, idling with parking lights on. Vehicle from 18-27779 has not been moved.
Narrative:  32 - no issue, party from previous call moved his vehicle.

18-27782  2135  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of:  DADANT DR + NORTH ST
Vehicle:  GRN 2007 JEEP COMPAS  Reg:  PC MA 7YY636  VIN:  1J8FF57W47D392508
Vehicle:  GRN 1999 CHEV SE LUMINA  Reg:  PC MA 7LR339  VIN:  2G1WR542M5X9171052
Narrative:  MSP Andover requesting an officer also respond to past hit-and-run, their caller followed the other involved vehicle to this street.
Narrative:  MSP has operator in custody, A&S towed vehicle.
Narrative:  32 responded to victim's home Ref #18-27786

18-27786  2227  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address:  [WIL 2038] BARRASSO - SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRN 2007 JEEP COMPAS  Reg:  PC MA 7YY636  VIN:  1J8FF57W47D392508
Narrative:  MSP asking we take report from victim of hit-and-run reference call #18-27782
Narrative:  32 - took photographs and obtained statement from operator. Will relay to MSP.

18-27787  2336  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of:  I93 SB39
Vehicle:  WHI 2010 CHEV LL EQUINOX  Reg:  PC NH 3560826  VIN:  2CNFLNEW1A6283606
Narrative:  Essex RRegional reporting a roadrage incident occurred I93SB exiting onto Concord St, heading towards Wilmington. Reporting party stated they were now on Salem St heading into North Reading.
Narrative:
Call transferred to North Reading PD.